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Values
1. Introduction
Values are integral part of ethics. While ethics, if understood as the philosophy of life,
decides the way one wants to live. The life of an individual is guided by one’s value
system. All philosophical and religious underpinnings speak about the values to be
promoted among the subjects for an orderly growth of the society. Good and bad, right
and wrong, legal and illegal are all judged on the basis of the values believed in. For
instance taking alcohol is quite routine in the west, but the same is denounced in the
Indian setting. Same is true in case of smoking. Even in this, there could be variations
like smoking in private and smoking in public places. The former is legal and the latter
is illegal.
For human beings, certain things always assume precedence over the others, and
values allow the members of an organization to interact harmoniously. Values affect
their formation and development as individuals and make it easier to reach goals that
would be impossible to achieve individually. It is necessary to have shared values
to guide the well-being of a community. Otherwise the community will not function
to the satisfaction of the majority. In a company’s organizational culture, values are
the foundation of employee attitudes, motivations and expectations. In a way, values
define the behaviour of employees/executives and all other stakeholders. The ten
commandments of an organizational value system are said to be: honesty, responsibility,
communication, sincerity, respect, comradeship, solidarity, tolerance, learning and self
improvement. It is believed that those organizations that keep faith in these values
would grow faster than others and provide members with their greater personal
satisfaction. 1

2. Meaning of Values
In Sanskrit, value means ‘Ishta’, i.e., the object of liking. What do people like and why
do they like a thing, a phenomenon, an incident are guided by their desires. Desire
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In the value system, means is as important as ends. As we have understood in the
previous chapter, there are two schools of ethical thought. One that emphasizes on the
ends or result and the other that focuses on the means. In the discussions on Ethics,
both the schools of thought are important. The more factual situation is that people
resort to action, if they like; avoid or keep away from acting, if they dislike. Thus likes
and dislikes define the value system. Values are, thus, the attributes of the people.3

3. Types of Values
Values are understood by many in diverse ways. This understanding is expected to
broaden the concept of values. Literature on Ethics speaks of different kinds of values,
as of the following:

3.1 Subjective vs Objective Values
Subjective values are those that depend on the changing likes and dislikes of the
individuals. These may vary from individual to individual. For example, a person being
an atheist at young age may turn out to be a theist at the later part of his life. Similarly,
a non-vegetarian at the beginning may prefer to be a strict vegetarian in due course.
They are subjective for the reason that they are akin to individuals. It is also difficult
to measure the value compliance on a scale, since they may be varying at every point
of time.
Objective values are those attributes that are akin to objects. Each object as a physical
property, will have certain characteristics. Such attributes may change, when they are
subjected to nature. This pertains to the animate things. Objective values may also
pertain to certain things concerned with all the people or public at large. Generally,
there could be no objection to such value statements like ‘Education for All’, ‘Health
for All’ and ‘Wealth for All’ or ‘Happiness for All’. There is a closing remark made
at every congregation of people wishing them to be peaceful like ‘Sarvejana Sukhino
Bhavantu”.

3.2 Instrumental vs Intrinsic Values
Instrumental value goes by the functional utility of an object or goods. All goods are
expected to have some functional utility or performance value. We have a mobile, a
communication device. The functional utility of the product is to the extent it enables
us to talk to others, receive mails, send messages, photographs, etc. Therefore the value
of the mobile depends on its functional capacity in terms of its uses/performance. Same
would be true in case of an automobile, TV, refrigerator, etc. The instrument ceases to
carry any value when it stops functioning or gets outdated or outmoded. To a great
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extent all these depend on the changes in the technology, preferences or attitudes of
the consumers and new developments.
Whereas intrinsic value is the actual worth of the thing. It may be goods, individual
or any other object. In addition to the physical features, like size, colour, model, etc.,
there may be certain other features, not seen or decided by apparent logic. These
features, which are not visible, are also said to decide the value of goods or things.
In that sense, these are treated as having intrinsic value. Intrinsic value is decided
by certain basic characteristics of an individual or a thing. For instance, you need to
decide on the intrinsic value of an individual, you may have to go by the honesty,
integrity, compassion, etc; though it is difficult to measure such characteristics by any
yardstick. Yet they are important for deciding the personality of an individual. In the
valuation of shares in stock exchange, analysts take into consideration these intrinsic
factors. In addition to the vision, mission and objectives, the general character of the
promoters is also taken into account in company valuations. Besides quantitative
factors such as sales, income, assets, capital, etc., qualitative aspects like the goodwill
of the promoters, future prospects also influence the valuation of stocks. In the social
setting, the parameters used to select a bride or a bridegroom would sufficiently
explain the role of intrinsic value. All this speaks of the fact that what is not visible is
as important as what is visible in deciding things.

3.3 Logical vs Ethical Values
Logic is the mother of legal education. Logic is a systematic attempt at explaining
a situation/phenomenon; or drawing conclusions. Logic is said to be a science of
discovery. In that context, logic is defined as the formal scientific method of examining
or thinking about ideas. Logic is said to follow a sequence or a sequential application.
Thus, logical values are derived from systematic examination of a given thing or
phenomenon. They are used to establish facts about a thing or incident or a given
situation. For this reason, logical value is also termed ‘true value’; its worth. Logical
values, thus, depend on the capacity of the interpreter. His perception, inference,
comparison, postulation and finally his argumentative ability. Truth is sought to
be established by reason, by argumentation and by acceptance or rejection of the
postulations. Over a period of time, truths are established, reestablished by virtue of
new findings. Till Copernicus proved that the Earth is round, people believed it to be
flat. Similar is the truth about the creation of universe, and planets. We are counting
today of nine planets. Tomorrow, scientists may prove the existence of the tenth.
Ethical values deal with the moral truth or morality. Morality is about one’s way of
life. What one wants to be or the way he wants to behave? Morality is the basis for social
order. It is a fact that no person can live for oneself. Human beings are members of the
society. One has to live within a group or society. Therefore, the conduct also shall keep
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waves is generally accepted within the scientific community, the same was not proved
so far beyond doubt. This was done recently (dated 15-02-2016) with the declaration
by the scientists at Laser Interferometer Gravitational – wave observatory (LIGO) that
they picked up wave signals in September last year (2015) and said that the signal was
coming from two distant black holes that merged about 1.3 billion years ago. When
the black holes merged after spinning around one another several times per second,
they created a massive explosion, therefore generating huge gravitational waves. Thus
everything is relative, as long as the universe is evolving; so to say about moral values.

3.5 Aesthetic Values
Aesthetic values pertain to objects or an events having the capacity to create pleasure or
displeasure. We cannot say it as hatred, but not happy in the negative connotation. They
are generally related to beauty of an object; be it a painting or an art piece. These are
mostly personal interpretations. What one believes in having aesthetics, the other may
discard it saying it has no value. Generally, there are going to be wide variations in the
perception of things. There had been scope for divergence of opinions on the painting
of Leonardo da Vinci – Mona Lisa. People in this context, also speak about ‘symmetry’
or ‘self similarity’ present in the nature and thus feel that everything beautiful in the
world is symmetrical; and that everything masculine is handsome!

3.6 Universal Human Values
Universal human values are those that are common to all human beings such as love,
truth, and compassion. Though these may vary in different settings and contexts. Look
at the following classification in diverse contexts.
Context

Examples of Values

Individual values

Self development, creativity, liberty, survival, freedom, etc.

Social values

Cooperation, tolerance, compassion, empathy, live and let live policy

Environmental values

Compassion to animals, no cruelty, vegetarianism, harmony with
nature, no pollution.

Organisational values

Honesty, integrity, duty consciousness, sincerity, etc.

Constitutional values

Fundamental rights, duties, liberty, equality, justice, fraternity, etc.
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Universal values of Human Rights are at the heart of UNESO’s mandate that led to
the adoption of Universal Declaration of Human Rights on 10-12-1948 in Paris with
the motto that every individual has ‘the right to live a life free from the haunting fear
of poverty and insecurity’.4
The General Assembly of the United Nations proclaimed this Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) as a common standard for all peoples and all nations. The
objective of the declaration is that every individual and every organ of society, keeping
this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive to promote respect for these rights and
freedoms. Nations by their progressive measures shall attempt to secure their universal
and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. The text in
the articles runs as follows:
Article I
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
Article 2
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in the Declaration. There is
no case for distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore,
no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international
status of the country or territory to which a person belongs.
Article 3
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person and property.
Article 4
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude. Slavery and the slave trade shall be
prohibited in all their forms.
Article 5
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruelty, or inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment.
Article 6
Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
Article 7
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination.
Violation of this principle is viewed as infringement of human rights.
Article 8
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent courts and national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted to him by the constitution
or by law.
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2. Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending
spouses.
3. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled
to protection by society and the State.
Article 17
1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right
also includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in
teaching, practice, worship observance.
Article 19
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. This right includes freedom
to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media regardless of frontiers.
Article 20
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
2. No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
Article 21
1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or
through freely chosen representatives.
2. Everyone has the right to equal access to public services in his country.
3. The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government. This
shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections held by secret vote or by
equivalent free voting procedures.
Article 22
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to
realization, through national effort and international cooperation and in accordance
with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural
rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.
Article 23
1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and
favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.
2. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
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3. Everyone has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself
and his family to lead an existence worthy of human dignity.
4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his
interests.
Article 24
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working
hours and periodic holidays with pay.
Article 25
1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and
well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event
of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of
livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.
2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children,
whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.
Article 26
1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory.
Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and
to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It
shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial
or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the
maintenance of peace.
3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to
their children.
Article 27
1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community,
to enjoy the arts and to share scientific advancement and its benefits.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author.
Article 28
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.
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Capitalism is such a kind of economic system that is based on the private initiative
and freedom. The belief is that the welfare of the people in the economy will be best
served only when the means of production are in the hands of private persons. The
following are the chief features of this model.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Absence of central planning
Free entry and free exit
Freedom of operation
Private ownership of resources
Profit maximization
Capital accumulation
Market economy/free market

Akin to the philosophy of capitalism, many practices are considered consistent
with the ethical setting or moral fabric. For example, markets decide everything like
the production, distribution, prices, employment and wages. Markets are also made
to operate on such a competitive note, finally those that withstand pressures would
survive. Thus ‘survival of the fittest’, (the supposed to be the jungle law) would remain
in force. It is considered ethical.
The thinking which started with the writings of Adam Smith on the Wealth of
Nations, got reinforced with the contributions of David Ricardo (Theory of Value),
J K Galbraith (Liberalism) and George Soros (laissez-faire). Adam Smith had held
the view that value is a product of labour, taking a radical departure from the then
dominant economic philosophy of ‘mercantilism’, which held sway in Europe for
three centuries. 6 It is Smith who proposed during that time that individuals acting in
their own self-interest would naturally seek out economic activities that provided the
greatest financial rewards. He believed that this self-interest would, in turn, maximize
the economic well-being of the society as a whole.
Whereas Ricardo (1772-1823) divided value into goods (value in use) and commodities
(value in exchange). He hypothesized that only labour could create value and thus
defined capital as a man made aid to production.7 His great contribution is the
recognition of three points of production, viz., land owners, capitalists and labourers
is the key to economic activity. Ricardo stated that the value of a commodity or the
quantity of any other commodity for which it will exchange depends on the relative
quantity of labour which is necessary for its production, and not as the greater or lesser
compensation which is paid for that labour. In that Ricardo sought to differentiate
the quantity of labour necessary to produce a commodity from the wages paid to the
labourers for its production.
J K Galbraith (1908-2006), a leading proponent of the 20 th century American liberalism,
pointed out that the American economy was managed by a triumvirate of big business,
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big labour and an activist government. Galbraith defined the actions of the industry
lobby groups and unions as countervailing power. In his later writings (the New
Industrial State), Galbraith expanded his analysis of the role of power in economic
life, arguing that very few industries in the United States fit the model of perfect
competition.8
George Soros, a well known supporter of progressive and liberal political thought, is
credited for his role in the peaceful transition from communism to capitalism in Eastern
Europe. He advocated the market fundamentalism by arguing in favour of removal of
all kinds of regulations on the economic operation. He pleaded for the free movement
of capital, entrepreneurship, and supported the idea of ‘global financial markets’ and
equilibrium to take place only through the optimum allocation of resources.
As opposed to capitalism, communism is a philosophy that advocates common
ownership of all the means of production. It is the ‘State’ that takes care of everything.
State is the owner, producer, distributor and authority on the allocation of resources.
The chief features of communism can be noted as below:







State/social ownership of resources (means of production).
Central planning through a State agency.
Non-permission to hold private property.
Distribution of income according to needs, not on the ability to contribute.
State enterprising/entrepreneurship.
No concept of profit or surplus value.

The basic thinking for this economic philosophy was contributed by Karl Max,
Friedrich Engels, Vladimir Lenin, Stalin and later rulers of USSR, till it got disintegrated
in 1991. Marxism is interpreted as a method of socio-economic philosophy originating
from the mid-to-late 19th century works of German philosophers Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels. They analyzed class relations and societal conflict using a materialist
interpretation of historical development and a dialectical view of social transformation.
Marxist methodology originally used economic and socio-political inquiry to analyze
and critique the development of capitalism and the role of class struggle in systemic
economic change. According to Marxist analysis, class conflict within capitalism arises
due to intensifying contradictions between highly productive mechanized and socialized
production performed by the proletariat, and private ownership and appropriation
of the surplus product in the form of surplus value (profit) by a small minority of
private owners called the bourgeoisie. 9 As the contradiction becomes apparent to the
proletariat, social unrest between the two antagonistic classes intensifies, culminating
in a social revolution. The eventual long-term outcome of this revolution would be
the establishment of socialism – a socioeconomic system based on social ownership
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conditioned by the values and norms prescribed by the people/members within the
group. They dare not challenge the standards fixed by the group. This is very much
visible in the case of tribal societies. Their beliefs, customs, attitudes, practices are
determined by the elders in the tribe. One has to simply follow them. In that context,
social values are an important part of the culture of a society. In that the values account
for the stability of the social order. They provide general guidelines for conduct. In
doing so, they facilitate social control. Values in the context of societies perform certain
functions; as of the following:






Provide goals or ends for the members to aim for.
Provide for stabilities and uniformities in group interaction.
Hold the society together, because values are shared in common.
Bring legitimacy to the rules that govern specific activities.
Help to bring about some kind of adjustment between different sets of rules.

Culture has a profound influence on the value system of an individual. Culture of
an individual or family decides the culture of the society and finally of the nation. The
continuum can be depicted as below:

Continuum–3: Cultural Integration from Individual to Nation
Culture of
Individual

Culture of
Family

Culture of
Company/Organisation

Culture of
Nation

As a matter of fact, ethics is culture specific. It becomes much more relevant to the
business enterprises. For, what is acceptable in one country, may not be approved in
another country. Charging interest on money borrowed is common in non-Islamic
countries. Whereas, collecting interest is treated as a sin in Islamic countries. Thus, the
principles of Islamic banking are completely different from those accepted by others.
Similarly, green is sacred to people in Pakistan, whereas saffron is preferred by Hindus
in India. Such cultural differences have significant influence on business decisions.
The subordinate position of women in the workforce and in business organisations
is another culture issue, where normative standards of equality prevalent in most
industrialized countries are not accepted in many Arab countries.11 Similar are the
cultural standards in many countries. While race is a factor of discrimination in the
west, caste is the equivalent in segregating people of India. Triple ‘Talaq’ – a practice
of divorce among Muslim community – has emerged a great social issue; whereupon
the Government of India had to file an affidavit in the Supreme Court stating that the
practice is violative of women’s equality, and dignity. It also said that the practice is in
gross violation of Quranic injunctions and values of justice and equality enshrined in
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the Indian Constitution. It also stated that the gender equality is non-negotiable. Similar
is the practice of ‘living together’, without an approved/legal wedlock of male and
female. Though accepted by the law, but denounced by the Hindu society.
In the discussions on culture, the distinction between Western and Indian culture is
usually drawn. Let us therefore look into the foundations of both the cultures and also
examine whether there is any real dichotomy.

3.8.1 Foundations of Western Culture
Culture, being interpreted in a broader context, may be understood as comprising social
norms, ethical values, traditional customs, beliefs, artifacts, life styles and including
technologies. It may be referred to include a host of artistic, philosophic, literacy, and
legal themes to reflect upon the style of living.
Historical records of Western culture in Europe begin with Ancient Greece and
Ancient Rome. Western culture continued to develop with Christianization during
the Middle Ages, the reform and modernization triggered by Renaissance.12 This was
followed by globalization and consequent Industrial Revolution and reforms of the
organisation of methods of production. The United States which is dominating the
world is only a late entry into the Western model during 17th century, with the streaking
in of European Colonists, mostly Britishers. As a whole, the Western culture is said to
be symbolic of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rationalism or rational thinking
Individual initiative
Humanism and human rights
Free thought and expression
Political pluralism
Focus on science and technology
Consumerism
Market orientation and global connection
Exploitation of the nature/conquering of the nature

After these countries came into prominence after industrial revolution, focus of the
world shifted from the hither to civilizations/cultures to the West. After all, the ancient
civilizations, including, Mesopotamian, Indus and Egyptian had occurred outside the
areas (countries); which are now considered the epicenter of Western culture. Perhaps,
the economic supremacy of those nations (in a neo-rich atmosphere) is stealing the
sheen of the old cultures.
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The Aryans
The Aryans had a highly developed language, Sanskrit, in which poetry and drama,
philosophy and religion, of the highest order have been expressed. It also stood
for its richness in various forms of literature and music. As they settled down and
established cultural contacts with the already settled people, they could produce
religion and philosophy of the high order, which has the profound influence on the
human behaviour. They speculated on the nature of Godhead, and the origin of the
universe. They explained the relations between man, nature and god and the best way
of realizing spiritual perfection. They developed a complex social organization based on
caste and the four stages of life, both governed by well-defined moral codes, disciplines
and duties. They had infinite intellectual curiosity. They welcomed all earnest seekers
after the truth. Buddhism and Jainism were powerful reformist movements within
Hinduism, which met with no intolerant opposition or persecution from the orthodox.
Every other invader from the North made some contribution to indigenous culture and
was absorbed in society, leaving no traces of foreign origin behind.
The most striking aspect of the Indian culture is that it has always been based
on religious and moral values. Religion had a significant influence on the cultural
foundations of Indians. In spite of the fact that there were many invasions by foreign
rulers (particularly by Muslims), they could not obliterate the cultural tradition and
the influence of religion on culture. India is a land of many religions. It is recognized
as the birthplace for Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism and Sikhism. While about 80 per
cent of the people being the followers of Hinduism, there is the profound influence of
Vedic culture.

Vedic Culture
The four vedas, their offshoots called Upanishads, epics like Ramanayana and
Mahabharata guide the moral fabric of a vast majority of the Indians. The following
are said to be the basic tenets of Vedic/Hindu culture:
• Hindu culture is not something fixed, static, unchanging, but is constantly
developing, adapting itself to changing conditions, assimilating new ideas,
responding to fresh challenges.
• An important feature of Hindu culture is its catholicity, its tolerance of doctrinal
differences, its liberal approach to the problems of knowledge and truth. It
regards all manifestations of the ultimate reality known by numerous names as
equally entitled to worship. Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism have an equally
honoured place in Hindu culture.
• Hindu culture is essentially spiritual and ethical. Man, according to it, is a
spiritual being with a soul and a passionate awareness of the spiritual nature of
the universe. Modern science and psychology do not understand that man has
not only repressed desires and impulses which constitute his drives for action
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the process, the British brought a new philosophy of life based on freedom, liberalism,
science and technology. Indians could as well invite and invoke the good, wherever it
was available. But still, the people needed to be reformed against many a social evil
such as child marriage, sati, adultery, sacrifices, etc. People like Dayanand Saraswathi,
Raja Ram Mohan Roy led a crusade against these superstitious practices and achieved
great success. Still it is becoming difficult to contain practices like caste system, dowry,
discrimination and many other henious religious and non-religious practices.
Yet India has a great tradition in keeping faith in the broader issues like:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Secularism
Peace and non-violence
Joint family system
Art and architecture

India is rich in both the forms of performing and visual arts. Dance, drama, theatre,
music, films are all popular. India is also a name in sculpture, painting and pottery.
Thus a great responsibility is thrust on the present generation to maintain this great
diversity and forge ahead to keep up the pride and prestige of the past and the present.

3.8.3 Dichotomy between Indian and Western Cultures
People often get curious to compare and contrast the Western culture against the Indian
culture. People go to the extent of taking pride in their own cultures and discount
others. After all, civilizations evolve over a period of time and they are not static. Time
and space are the two major factors that influence the culture of any society. Without
taking sides, one has to respect every way of life as acceptable and sacred and nothing
to denounce or impaire. The apparent divergencies are summed up as follows:
Parameter

Indian Culture

Western Culture

Meaning

The culture which is followed in India, The culture which is followed in most
is Indian culture.
western countries like USA, Spain,
Canada, Europe, etc. is known as Western culture.

Religion

Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, Christianity, Judaism.
Buddhism, Jainism.

Family

Joint family

Music

Folk, Classical, Sufi, Bollywood music Hip-hop, Jazz, Blues, Rap, Heavy
is liked in Indian culture.
metal, Rock music is appreciated in
western culture.

Nuclear family

Contd.
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Equality

Woman are considered inferior than Both man and woman are considered
man, however the thinking is changing equal.
with the impact of westernization.

Languages

Hindi is the main spoken language, English is widely spoken in western
but however, there are other languages countries, followed by French and
which are spoken in different areas Spanish.
like Telegu, Tamil, Marathi, Punjabi,
Bengali, Bihari, Urdu, etc.

Relation
with family

Individuals are closely attached to their Individuals are not much attached to
family, they respect and care about their family, they leave their parent’s
family more than themselves.
home by the age of 18.

Society

In India, people kill their own needs They are open minded and give priority
and desires because they assume in to making themselves happy.
advance, what the society will think?

Marriages

Arranged marriages are preferred.

Love marriages are common.

Clothing

Traditional clothing depends on
region and religion.

A person can wear whatever he/she
likes.

Source: www.keydifferences.com

As a matter of fact Swami Vivekananda felt that there is no dichotomy between the
two cultures and said that they are complimentary. He stated that the Western people
have to learn much from Indian spirituality for their own well-being. In spite of her
poverty – and backwardness, India had a great contribution to make to the world
culture. Similarly, he advocated that India has to emulate west in terms of their great
contributions in the fields of science, technology and humanism. He attempted to teach
Indians to adopt Western humanism, especially the ideas of individual freedom, social
equality and justice and respect for women. 15

4. Swami Vivekananda on Ethics
Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) an Indian Hindu monk, and a chief disciple of the
Indian mystic Ramakrishna Paramahamsa expressed valid and inspiring thoughts
on ethics. They would perhaps guide the ethical thinking and life of the people, not
only in India, but also in the West. Few important statements from his preachings are
quoted here:
• Ethics always say ‘Not I, but thou’. Its motto is ‘not self, but non-self and put
yourself last’.
• The laws of ethics say that one has to give up infinite pleasure through senses.
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